Model Roadmap
(For use in development of NLC CD 0.4.)

Sept 2000  Release of CD0.4 and Start of CD0.8
Summer 2001  SNOWMASS 01
Sept 2001  Lehman Review of CD0.8
DOE CD-1
Start Two-Site CDR
Begin NEPA Two-Site Process
March 2002  SLAC-FNAL Request FY04 Start
Sept 2002  Lehman Review of Two-Site CDR
Jan  2003  Presidential Site Select and FY04 Request
Begin Single-Site CDR
Sept 2003  Lehman CDR Baseline Review
(FY04)  DOE CD-2
Start Title I Preliminary Design
Start Land Acquisition
Sept 2004  Lehman Definitive Design Review
(FY05)  DOE CD-3
Start Construction (First Contract Awards)
Sept 2010  Construction Complete
DOE Close-Out and Readiness Review
FY11  Begin Colliding Beam Commissioning